Hispanic engineering ciub to compete
in robot buiiding competition today

about platforms to students
Brian De Los Santos
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The engineering team designed robots to encourage children to become more active. One robot is a basketball hoop
which moves when the player get close to it, forcing them to chase after it in order to play. The other robot is a mecha
nized jump rope which rotates in time to music. See/>age 7 Jo r complete article.

Mayoral candidates Andrew Far
rell, Jan Marx, Paul Brown and
Donald Hedrick answered ques
tions from Cal Poly students at
the Mayoral Candidate Forum
put together by Associated Stu
dents, Inc. (ASl) ruesday morn
ing.
nie event allowed candidates
tt> give a five-minute long open
ing statement followed by a ses
sion where candidates answered
questions from students.
Low fiscal budget, diversity
and noise ordinances were some
o f the main subjects covered. But
the topic that seemed to surface
the most was how to integrate
the ideas and opinions o f Cal
Poly students in decisions made
around the community.
Brown said making sure stu
dents are heard is something he
will make his priority if elected.
“It is my goal in running for
mayor to make sure the divides
we have in our community —
especially the one between the

students and the more permanent
residents — lessens,” Brown said.
“Students tend to get overlooked
when decisions arc made.”
Farrell, a business administra
tion senior at C'al Poly, echoed
this statement. In a town where
students constitute nearly half the
residents, he said it was “absolutely
absurd” when students’ opinions
aren’t given the consideration they
deserve. As a student, he said he
can see those disconnects between
residents and students first-hand.
“It (is) apparent to me there is
a lot more elected officials can be
doing to solicit and go after the
input and opinions o f students,”
Farrell said. “As students and young
people, I think we recognize first
hand what it feels like to live in a
community where our opinion isn’t
always given the consideration it
deserves.”
Marx and Hedrick didn’t address
disconnects with students in their
opening statements, but Marx said
she has nothing against the stu
dents in the community. She lives

see Mayor, page 7

Digital company donates knowiedge with Generation: Change
Hannah Croft
H A N N A H C R O F T .M D ^ MAIL.COM

San Luis O bispo creative digital
agency Hathway launched G enera
tion: Change on O ct. 22.
A plan like no other. Genera
tion: Change is dedicated to bet
tering nonprofit organizations na
tionwide. It will start in San Luis
O bispo as partners with the Asso
ciation o f Amputee Surfers (AmpSu rf), a program which runs surf
clinics for amputees.
Essentially, Generation: Change
is a product o f Hathway’s young
employee base. It is a program for
large corporations to adopt and
choose to make a donation to a
nonprofit organization. It won’t
be a cash donation, but rather the
creation o f a brand new website by
Hathway — in this case for Amp-

Surf.
Hathway’s executives Jesse Dundon and Kevin Rice, both Cal Poly
graduates, founded Hathway less
than rwo years ago when their at
tempts at a hiring business folded
in the recession.
Marketing executive o f Genera
tion: Change and Cal Poly graduate
Evan Rowe said there was a benefit
from the collapsed business.
“They had terrible tim ing,”
Rowe said. “But when they were
trying to create a website for their
company, they became experts in
coding. They got the idea to start
Hathway.”
Now in its second year, H ath
way’s services arc highly regarded.
The company specializes in digital
media as well as Web design and
development; it also uses Joom la,
an open .source software.

tee Generation, page 6
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A m pSurf is a nonprofit organization whose goal is to rehabilitate people svith disabilities, particularly veter
ans, through surfing clinics th roughout C alifornia, m any o f which are held in Pism o Beach.
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Republican
Create jobs: Proposes new tax cuts and credits to promote |ob
growth, as well as supporting small business and improving
labor laws.
Cut spending: Intends to control state spending by proposing
a spending c ^ and defending California’s two-thirds vote ceqnirement to raise taxes or pass a budget, as well as eliminat
ing unnecessary tax agencies.
Education: Intends to bring more money to classrooms, re
ward good teachers, support charter schools, and invest more
money into the UC and CSU systems.
Environment: Supports anti-pollution policy, promotes
renewable energy and wants to keep a close eye on offshore
drilling.
Crime: Supports the ‘*three strikes, you’re out” policy, the
death penalty, the right to bear arms and opposes the legaliza
tion of marijuana.
Immigration: Supports a strong border control policy and
intends to discourage illegal immigration.
Water Crisis: Intends to improve California’s water storage
infrastructure and strenj^en water conservation efforts.

Democrat
Economy: Jobs in the private sector are important, but the
state government should play a key role in creating more
job opportunities.
Education: Intends to use more state money for higher
education, as well as make transferring from community
colleges easier and improving the testing system and the
process of hiring teachers.
Environment: Brown intends to reduce emissions and
toxic chemicals, support dean energy and the creation of
clean energy jobs, and protect California’s water, ocean,
coastline, parks and farmland resources.
Clean energy jobs: Brown intends to create dean energy
jobs through the cohstruction of localized and renew
able energy resources and by increasing the state’s energy
efficiency.
Protecting civil rights: Brown said he will continue to
fight against discrimination as governor. Brown is prochoice and a supporter of gay marriage.

Republican
Economy: Help create jobs and en
courage economic growth and invest
ment, and provide technical educadon
to tomorrow’s employees in preparadon for entering the workforce.
Budget Reform: Against giving politi
cians pay raises when there is a state
deficit and has worked to eliminate
unnecessary government boards and
commissions to save state money.
Educadon: Make higher educadon
more accessible and transparent to '
California residents to increase Califor
nia’s rprenue in the long run.
'
Environment: Encourages using alter:
nadve energy resources and altemadve
energy companies to promote private
investment and create new jobs.
Fight comipdon: Exposed University
of California employees who used tax
dollars for personal spending and be
lieves in requiring California colleges .
to make available on its websites all
transfer and compensadon infbnna- ^
don.
Community safety: Supports the death
penalty for serial rapists and chUd
molesters and believes viednis o f sexual
assault should be able to sue their at
tackers in civil court.
Government waste: Wrote legislation
to establish a government office that
conducts a comprehensive audit o f the
state government.

Senator

Carly F io rin a.
Democrat
Education: Boxer supporu after-school programs, bring
ing technology to classrooms, bringing more m o n cy ^
schools and making it easier for college students to |lj|y
for higher education
.tHealth care: Boxer supports making health care avaihble
to all Americans and children, cracking down oxs insur
ance abuses, making prescription drugs more affordable,
funding more research and improving Medicare.
Civil rights: Boxer supports the protection of dvil, health
care, voting and education rights for all Americans,
including disabled, veterans, and immigrants.
Environment: Boxer supports the dimination of green
house gases, protection of California wildlife, drinking
water and air quality standards, and protecting endan
gered species.
Economy: Boxer supports desui energy systems in
California, state infrastructure and manufacturing, small
business and believes in offering incentive for companies
to hire lt>cal workers.
Boxer suppoits gay marriage and is pro-choice.

Republican
Create jobs: Supports small and family businesses by re
moving government regulations and opposing new taxes.
FispU accountability: Increase transparency in all areas of
gtmetnment and make all new bills and budgets available
to California residents on the Internet.
Health care: Fiorina believes in keeping medical decisions
in the hands of families, parents and doctors through
new legislation in Washington. She intends to help repeal
Obama’s health care plan.
Federal Deficit: Cutting government spending and paying
off debt by reprioritizing spending decisions and saying
“no” to new spending.
National Protection: Opposes closing Guantanamo Bay
and trying foreign terrorists in civilian courts. She also
believes in the country’s right to self-defense and supports
strong action against terrorisu.
Fiorina is pro-life, supports the death penalty and is andgay marriage.

Democrat
Economy: Believes that successful
businesses in California should help
other areas of the economy, and wanu
to condnue the state’s involvement in
promodng the clean-energy industry.
Educadon: Believes higjipr educadon
is the brat return on inWsMMigtfor the
state. He believes in iha«y|lsi|gj
sibitlty^to the UC
I
layoffs and
edticiUoh statewide.' I’
Environment: Plans to conserve
fornia’s natural resources, fight climate
change and polludon, move toward
new clean energy policies and promote
clean energy economy to create more
jobs.
Newsom supports gay marriage.

Republican
Naval Academy graduate, holds a
Master’s degree in system management
from u s e , Master’s degree in aeronaudcal engineering from the US Naval
Pbst Graduate School, former project
manager at IBM
Feels strongly about: Decreasing
government speniling, continuing to
privatize healthcare, decreasing govern
ment involvement in financial reform.^

Independent
Law degree from USC, founded Hager
and Dowling Charitable Foundadon,
Feels strongly about: Increasing fiscal
responsibility, encouraging economic
growth, reforming campaign finance,
improving access to universal health
care, suppordng the DREAM act,
addressing Net Neutrality sooner
rather than later, ending the war in
Af^anistan and helping small busi
nesses grow.

Democrat
Background: Graduated from Pa
cific Lutheran University of Tacoma,
Washington with a degree in nursing,
received a Master’s degree in religion
form Yale University, as well as a Mas
ter’s in educadon from UCSB, Repre
sented California’s 22nd district from
1998-2002, since 2003 has represented
the 23rd district.
Feels strongly about: Strengthen
ing the middle class, providing more
funding to educadon, becoming more
energy-efficient and environmentally
aware, increasing acceu to affordable
healthcare, stabilizing and sdmuladng
the housing market, comprehensive
immigradon reform (support DREAM
act), LGBT rights (marriage, the
repealing of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”),
ensuring the long-term strength of
Social Security, instituting a nadonal
Telecommunications policy.
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Bom and raised in the Central Coast
Involvement in Fanning got him inter
ested in Future Farmers of American
Made him decide to attend Pdly for a
degree in Agricultural Education
Joined California National Guard in
1999 as a Military Policeman ‘*to work
with at-risk youth full-time at the
Grizzly Youth Academy on Camp San
Luis Obispo”
Served City Countil from 2004 to
2008
“Graduated the 20 week-long Basic
Law Enforcement Academy at Allan
Hancock College in Santa Maria, CA.
He is currendy working as a reserve
police officer for the City of Guadalupe
police department.”
Sings in the Sugar Daddy Swing Kings
and The Bangin’ 58’s
“In these tough economic tímes, short
term sacrifices must be made for the
long term benefit of our community.
As a seasoned business owner, former
city councilman, and director for sev
eral non-profit boards, I am prepared
to make such decisions for the better
ment of our community.
As Mayor, I will dedicate myself to rep
resent all residents of San Luis Obispo
equally and ensure city staff manages
your money wisely. As a long dme resi
dent, I value keeping our community
unique while promoting our environ
mental and economic vitality.”

Served on Q ty Council 1998 to 2002
Represented the dty on the San Luis
Obispo Council of Governments, San
Luis Obispo Regional Transprotation
Agency, and the Air Pollution Control
District
“roles usually reserved for Mayor"
Education
Santa Clara Law School (JD)
Stanford University (BA)
Columbia University (MA)
More Experience
“practiced estate planning, real prop
erty and local government law and has
owned her own business for 17 years.
She has also taught Business Law at
CalPbly.”
Former District Attorney
Former Assistant Dean of Graduate
Student Housing at Stanford Univer
sity
Former high school and community
college English teacher
Personal
Platform:
Preserve resources
Update the way we use and distribute
land throughout the city
Increase fiscal responsibility
Help to build a stronger downtown
area, and as a result, a stronger
economy
Support local farming through profects such as The Urban Farm
Make SLO bike and pedestrian
friendly
Make SLO more Green and increase
the use of renewables

Graduated from Concord High School
in the SF Bay Area
Lived here for five years
Served three times as WOW orienta
tion leader
Once as summer advisor
Pres of governing council for collegiate
fraternities
Voting member of the Student Com
munity liaison Committee
Works for the Sexual Assault Free
Fjiviomment Resource program
Serving on the county’s domestic Vio
lence Awareness Month Committee
“Throughout the duration of my work
as a community volunteer, it has be
come apparent that our dty is in need
of new approaches and a new kind of
enthusiasm to combat the longstand
ing and the new challenges presented
to us. As a concerned community
member with no aspirations of becom
ing a career politician, 1 am genuinely
interested in changing “business as
usual” for San Luis Obispo politics. 1
believe that it is time for every resident
of our community, regardless of age
or affiliation, to get on the same page,
take pride in being a San Luis Obispo
resident, and begin working together
to take from ‘good’ to ‘great.’”
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Background:
Occupation: truck driver
Moved to San Luis Obispo for “its
small dty character.”
Originally from Buffalo, NY
Pledges tot
Address needs by controlling taxes
Secure more workforce housing
challenge the ruling of Measure P.

Served in the Gdlfornia National
Guard
Retired barber
San Lois Obispo local
Pledges tot
Restore Laguna Lake
Prevent d ty debt
Promote small local businesses
Work for the people not career politi
cians

Finance Director • (Nonprofit) History
Center o f SLO County
BS Business Management - Cal Pbly
State University/San Luis Obispo
Q ty Advisory Body - Current Cultural
Heritage Committee - Former Plan
ning Commission
Retired • Cal Poly Bookstore/Department Manager
Former Owner/Manager Hills Statio
nery Store - Downtown SLO
Former Board Member - Friends of
Prado Day Center i current volunteer
Ptople’s Kitchen/CAPSLO
Former board member - SLO County
Historical Society
Priorities:
Fiscal Sustainability
Quality residential neighborhoods
Transit use and parking alternatives

Background: Began work for Morro
Bay Police in 1984, transferred to
SLOPD in 1988, has held tide of
Captain since 2005. Also an associate
faculty member at Hancock College
since 2001.
Promises: To reduce violence, increase
fiscal responsibility within the depart
ment, promote volunteerism, improve
children’s welfiue, improve correctional
focilities and protect the environment.

A
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Retired Business Executive
Restored, owned Garden Street Inn for
15 years
SLO Q ty Council Member, 19941998, creating the positions of
Economic Development and Natural
Resource Managers as well as Art in
Public Places.
Non-profit leadership in SLO County
in Literacy Council, Newman Catholk
Center, Agricultural Lcadcrahip Pro
gram and Big Brothers Big Sisters.
Pioneer in upper management o f hos
pitals in fields of Marketing Program
Development and Public Relations in
Indiaim, Ohio Sc CA.

San Luis Obispo City Council

lì 1

Sculptor, known for creating a whale
statue that stands in front of The
Whale’s Tail Restaurant in Morro Bay
Treasurer of Economic Opportunity
Commissipn 1975
Grassroots II Board of Directors 1970s
Graduated from Cal Poly 1969
Operated welding service for more
than thirty years
Platform
Support small businesses, and prevent
outside “big businesses” from negative
ly influencing SLO commerce
Encourage SLO residents to participate
in their government

1

Background: 36 years in law enforce
ment, including 15 years as police
chief, most recently in Pismo Beach.
Graduate of the FBI National Acad
emy.
Promises: To lead by example, restore
community trust, seek nadonal ac
creditation, make better use of substa
tions, create a balanced budget and
focus on rural crime protection.
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Restaurateur/coUege lecturer
Q ty Planning Commissioner
County Planning GIS Specialist
Master’s in Q ty and RcgitMial Planning
BS in Forestry and Natural Resources
Prioritiest
Responsible Q ty Budget Management
Economic Growth o f our local Busi
ness Environment

Council Member, 2006 to present
Vice Mayor, 2009 to present
Planning Commissioner, 2005 to
2006
Board member, Economic Vitality
Corporation
Qtizeiu Advisory Committee, Califor
nia Mens Colony
Past board member. Workforce Hous
ing Coalition
Past board member. Residents for
Quality Neighborhoods
Top Priorities:
Flnoal Responsibility
Economic Growth
Neighborhood Quality/Affordable
Housing

California 2010 Ballot
Propositions
Proposition 19

Proposition 21

If passed, Proposition 19 will
make it legal under California
law for those 21 and over to pos
sess no more than one ounce of

“Yes” on Proposition 21 adds an
extra $18 to vehicle registration

cannabis, taxed by local and state
governments. Federal law, how
ever, will still prohibit the pos
session and/or use of cannabis.

Proposition 20 and
Proposition 2 7
Proposition 2 0 , if passed, will

charges. The added charge will
be used towards state parks and
wildlife conservation programs.

Proposition 22
Voting “Yes” will restrict Califor
nia from using funds set aside for
transportation, redevelopment,
and local government projects,
for its own needs.

take the, responsibility of deter
mining district boundaries from
the House o f Representatives to

Proposition 23

the Citizens Redistricting Com^

Voting “No” on this proposition
will allow Assembly Bill 32, the

mission. Proposition 11 estab
lished this commission in 2 0 0 8 .
Proposition 2 7 seeks to repeal
Proposition 11 by eliminating
the Citizens Redistricting C om 
mission. “Yes” will give the pow
er of distributing boundary lines
back to the legislature.

Global Warming Solutions Act,
to remain in effect. Voting “Yes”
will suspend Assembly Bill 32
until the state unemployment
rates reach 5.5 percent or lower.

-
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Proposition 24

/

If passed, Proposition 24 will
not allow California businesses
to lower tax liability. This
will repeal recent legisla
tion that created three tax
provisions, which some
argue are tax loopholes.

Proposition 25
The current require
ment for the draft of
the California budget
to pass to the governor
is a two-thirds rule.
Voting “Yes” will change the
two-thirds vote to a simple
majority requirement. Voting
“No” will keep the two-thirds
vote in effect.
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Proposition 26
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If Proposition 26 passes, there
will be a two-thirds legisla
tive approval requirement
for any state and local fees
to be approved.
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Generation
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Hathway has worked for Universi
ty o f California Berkeley, San Luis
Obispo’s Cham ber o f Comm erce,
Pyramid Production and many
other organizations.
Since the company is up and
running, the Hathway team decid
ed it was time to turn their efforts
to something philanthropic.
For their first project, Hathway
chose A m pSurf Their goal: to make
Am pSurf accessible to anyone who
wants information about the orga

nization.
Jesse’s sister and account and
marketing coordinator for H ath
way, Mary Dundon, said the web
site for Am pSurf will inform the
community about the organiza
tion.
“The site will show people what
they really are,” Mary said. “It will
make it so that people who need in
formation can access it.”
Jesse said the donation of a web
site gives AmpSurf more publicity
than monetary donation.
“Instead o f donating money to a
nonprofit, we’re giving them some
thing they can’t get from cash do

nations ... a website,” Jesse said.
Mary calls it corporate social re
sponsibility. However, Generation:
Change is a form o f social respon
sibility that’s never really been seen
before.
Creative director and Cal Poly
graduate Garrett Deiter said he
feels very- fortunate to be part o f
Generation: Change.
“This is a way to grow as a com 
pany,” Deiter said. “We have com 
plete creative freedom.”
Hathway has two current Cal
Poly students working as interns as
well — journalism seniors Kristy
Gonzalez and Erika Bigbie. They

have been working on the G en
eration: Change project since the
beginning o f fall quarter and are
responsible for the circulation o f
all media.
Bigbie said she has become very
invested in the Generation: Change
project.
“This is just my internship,
1 could easily go home and for
get about it,” Bigbie said. “But I
don’t.”
Jesse said the passion is part o f
being a younger company.
“That’s why our generation is
so forward-thinking,” Jesse said.
“We’re not jaded yet, we still have

that passion.”
The Hathway group encourages
everyone to get involved.
“Help us spread the word," Big
bie said. “It’s a way to get involved,
just follow us on Twitter or like us
on Facebook.”
Hathway is proud o f its work,
and Deiter said he can’t wait for the
efforts to spread.
“You don’t need to be a m ulti
billionaire to give back.” Deiter
said. “This is a big statement we’re
making.”
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- ^Robots don’t just build themselves;
that’s what Cal Poly engineers are for.
Friday afternoon becomes Saturday
-tjm orning as members o f the Dual
5Sport Bot team work in a Cal Poly
'lab, sketching out a suspension sys
tem.
A few blcKks away, in a garageturned-workspace, Cal Poly’s Jamm
Jumper robotic engineering team
gathers around a table, piecing to
gether a gearbox, switch and com
puter chip.
'Hie Dual Sport Bot and jamm
Jumper teams will travel to C^incin; nati today to compete in the Society
o f Hispanic Professional F.ngineers
Conference.
Ihe teams’ robots are designed
to encourage elementary-aged chil
dren to be more active outdoors. Ihe
teams, both from Cal Poly’s Society of
Hispanic Professional Engineers club,
have taken different approaches.
.
ITie Dual Sport Bot is a moving,
-sen.sor-controlled basketball hoop,
and the Jamm Jumper is a mecha
nized jump rope with an arm that
rotates in time to music.
Ihe Dual Sport Bot’s sonar sen
sors and infrared technology detect
anyone who enters a .^-foot radius.
Using two 7-inch lawnmower wheels
and one pivot wheel, the robot
moves away from the player, forcing
the child to chase after it in order to
shoot.
“As a little, curious kid o f this
technological era, wouldn’t you be in
terested in a robot that can run away
from you?” said mechanical engineer
ing senior Arturo Ayala-Navarro.
Ayala, crop science junior Jake
Muir, mechanical engineering senior
Jorge Hernandez, computer engi
neering senior Mishal Shah and civil
engineering junior Saul Fierro make
up the Dual Sport Bot team. They
spend 15 to 20 hours per week work
ing on the Bot.
Associate professor Christopher
Clark has been an invaluable resource
and mentor, said Shah, the team cap-

tain. Clark, director o f the l.ab for
Autonomous and Intelligent Robot
ics, provided information, reserved a
workspace for the ream and loaned
them a
Dr. Robor X80, rhe
mobile robot used for the basic hard
ware and software programming of
the Dual Sport Robot.
Although the team.s support each
other by asking questions and sharing
experiences, they remain competitive.
Manuel Ureno, captain o f the Jamm
Jumper team and architectural engi
neering senior, said the rc*ams usually
get along.
' “Wc were friends,” Ureno said.
“1 mean, we are friends. Well, right
now, we’re in competitive mode.”
The Jamm Jumper team consists
of Ureno, Adam Rizkalla, a com
puter engineering junior; Manuel
Carrasco, a mechanical engineering
senior; Jeremy Ramos, a mechani
cal engineering junior; C^hristina
Ruiz, a civil engineering senior and
Stephanie Revcles, a civil engineering
junior. Ihe team is focusing on the
market for its robot.
The Jamm Jumper targets the
growing population of only children
and is designed so that children do
not even realize they arc exercising,
Ureno said.
“With shows like ‘Dancing With
the Stars’ so popular, wc figured wc
could integrate music into our prod
uct and use the power of music to get
kids jumping,” he said.
The teams have taken their robots
from concept to creation on a bud
get o f $1,000 per piece in six weeks.
They will compete against each other
and one other undisclosed finalist in
the national competition.
The winning team will leave the
competition with $3,000 and, de
pending on funding, up to $5,000
more to pursue a patent, according
to the Society o f Hispanic Profes
sional Engineers’ website. Industry
insiders may offer to buy any o f the
top three teams’ ideas and companies
will be on the lookout for new talent
during the convention, said F^teban Ruiz, a mechanical engineering
senior and the vice president o f the
Society o f Hispanic Professional En
gineers club.
The convention is the largest

technical and occupational confer
ence for Hispanic engineers in the
nation, attracting more than 5,000
engineering professionals, accord
ing to the .Society o f Hispanic Pro
fessional Engineers’ website.
“In general, Hispanics are tra
ditionally underrepresented in the
sciences,” Hernandez said.
Ihe conference is important for
both the profession and Hispanics,
Fierro .said
“It helps companies see that
there are actually Hispanics trying
to better themselves professionally,”
Fierro said.
Cal Poly’s Society o f Hispanic
Professional
Engineers chapter
provides a Hispanic group of role
models in a predominately white
profession, Ruiz .said. The club is a
supportive community that fosters
academic excellence and provides
professional guidance, Ruiz said.
Five o f the six members of the
Jamm JumjKr team and four o f the
five members of the Dual Sport Bot
team arc the first generation in their
families to go to college, Ureno and
Shah said.
“Most of us come from humble
beginnings," Ureno said. “We find
out that a lot more than a good
CPA and college degree are ex
pected. You learn those necessary
professional skills in the club.”

Mayor
continued/row page I

in a neighborhood around stu
dents and has no problem with
them.
“I like being in a lively neigh
borhood,” she said.
In Hedrick’s opening state
ment, he said one o f the major
problems facing San Luis Obispo
is the “foul winds o f special big
money interests that are blowing
into this county,” and are ruining
San Luis Obispo’s tourist-friendly
image.
“We must protect that,” He
drick said. “Tourists are a major
part of our livelihood, outside o f
the students.”
Hedrick didn’t directly address
problems with students and resi
dents during his opening state
ment but said he thought there
were problems with the new noise
ordinance — a topic concerning
students.
“We need to inspire our resi
dents to be cooperative with each
"other,” Hedrick said. “I think our
ordinances and laws arc gettiiig a
little too harsh.”
Brown agreed and said the
noise ordinances arc too strict.
Friendly
gatherings
between
small groups o f friends shouldn’t
be fined $ 7 0 0 or $ 1 ,0 0 0 , he said.

“1 think it is important to be
able to barbecue in your backyard
at three o’ clock in the afternoon
and not have the cops called on
you," Brown said, among cheers
from students. “It is really impor
tant as we develop our ordinances
in this town, we invite.— actually
invite — all residents in the town
to participate.”
Part o f the problem, Farrell said,
is San Luis Obispo has passed nu
merous ordinances in recent years.
TTie city needs to finish piling on
ordinances and fix problems in oth
er ways, he said.
“1 think these kind o f ordinanc
es need to stop,” Farrell said. “The
biggest problem we face here in
San Luis Obispo is the culture o f
mounting ordinances and legisla
tion, where instead o f reaching out
to each other one-on-one and try to
fix our problems, we slap another
piece o f policy on it.”
Marx said while she agrees the
city should reach out to students on
an individual level, the effort will
go unnoticed if the students are un
interested. ^
^v. “W hat do you do with people
that just don’t care?” Marx said.
“That is the problem.”
-Students — if they choose —
and residents o f San Luis Obispo
can vote on Tuesday, Nov. 2.
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ONTARIO (MCT) ~

WASHINGTON (MCT) —

INDONESIA (MCT) —

Prosecutors on Monday charged
an Ontario Catholic priest with
molesting a 12-year-old boy. Po
lice say he had at least four other
victims.
The Rev. Jose Alejandro Cas
tillo, also known as Father Alex,
was arrested at his home in the 600
block o f W. Zenia Churt. He was
booked into West Valley Detention
Center in Rancho Cucamonga in
lieu o f $1 million bail.
Ontario police had been inves
tigating the case since July. They
confirmed 57-year-old committed
eight sex acts with the boy.

The father o f a 4-year-old boy who
accidentally shot his mom on Mon
day “is kicking himself” for giving
the boy live ammunition, police
said Tuesday.
The boy slipped a shell into a
shotgun that was on a bed in his
parents’ room Monday afternoon
and then pulled the trigger, ac
cording to Kitsap County Sheriffs
Officer Scott Wilson. The 23-ycarold woman suffered wounds but
was released from Tacoma General
Ffospital on Monday night.

At least 15 people were killed and
13 injured Tuesday after a volcano
on Indonesia’s Java Island erupted,
spewing clouds ^ f hot ash, local
television reportc^.
Metro T V s4id thousands o f
people were moved by trucks and
cars after Mount Merapi started
spewing hot ash and volcanic rocks
just before dusk.
Vulcanologist Surono said three
explosions were heard at around
6 p.m. (1100 G M T ) and Merapi
spewed clouds o f black smoke
1,500-meters into the sky.

IU.INOIS (MCT) —
SANTA CRUZ (MCT) —
Gault FJementary School in Santa
Cruz is in line to receive nearly
$450,000 and a handful of Wat
sonville schools will get $155,000
for projeas that will help make
walking and biking to school saf
er.
Caltrans announced Monday
that $24 million will be awarded
to 85 schools statewide to pay for
Safe Routes to School projects.
I h c total project — which will
include work at Darwin, Wind
ham and Frederick streets — is es
timated to cost about $500,000.
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The investigation into the dis
appearance o f Northern Illinois
University art student Antoinette
“ Ibni” Keller is now a homicide in
vestigation, officials said Tuesday.
Remains found in a secluded
park where she was last headed
are so badly burned, they can’t be
identified as Keller’s, officials add
ed. Items belonging to Keller were
found near the remains.
School officials have heightened
security on campus and locked
student dorms earlier than usual.
There is a greater police presence
on campus and campus buses are
running expanded hours.

IRAQ (M CT)—
Iraqis welcomed the death sentence
Tuesday o f one o f Saddam Hus
sein’s officials, Tariq Aziz.
But some politicians condemned
the sentencing o f the former dep
uty prime minister as a politically
motivated move that could drive
even more o f a wedge into efforts
to form a new government.
The high tribunal ruled Aziz
guilty o f crimes against human
ity related to murder, torture and
forced exile o f members o f Islamic
parties opposed to Hussein.
Aziz looked ashen as the judge
literally shouted out the sentence.
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Word on the
Street

Fiorina hospitalized to treat infection
Maeve Reston
LOS ANGELES TIMES

What issue under discussion in the
upcomirig election is important to you?

“It woLilcl be really interestinf]
if Prop. 19 is p a s s e d .”

‘1 thiuK ttie fuel r*ftir.iency
is.'.n«'' assoc.'aled with Prop,
is m loortanl . '

— G retclieri Wulff,
agricultural com m unications
senior

- M a ik Sf.aiHtalis.
biolO(|!i'.aj sciences senior

s

Republican Senate candidate Carly
Fiorina, a breast cancer survivor, was
admitted to a hospital Tuesday morn
ing to treat an infection aides said was
related to reconstructive surgery she
underwent this summer.
“Carly learned more than a year
and a half ago that she, like millions o f
women, had breast cancer,” her chief
o f staff Deborah Bowker said. “After
successfully battling cancer, she had re
constructive surgery this summer and
remains cancer-free today. However,
this morning Carly came down with
an infection associated with the reconstruaive surgery and, as a result, she
was admitted to the hospital to receive
antibiotics to treat this infection.”

Fiorina’s campaign did not disclose
where she was hospitalized.
Bowker said the hospital visit would
affect Fiorina’s campaign schedule
Tuesday, which was to include stops in
the California towns o f Riverside and
Coachella, but said Fiorina “is upbeat
and her doctors expect her to make a
quick and ftill recovery and be hack
out on the campaign trail soon.”
The campaign o f Fiorina’s oppo
nent, Sen. Barbara Boxer, released a
statement Tuesday wishing Fiorina
well.
“We wish Carly Fiorina a sp>eedy
recovery and hope she is able to return
to her normal schedule soon,” said
Boxer campaign manager Rose Kapolezynski.
After she was diagnosed with breast

cancer in 2009, Fiorina was treated
with chemotherapy, radiation and a
double mastectomy. She often talks
about her barde with the disease on
the campaign trail.
Fiorina has argued diat the bill,
which would extend health insurance
coverage to some 32 million Ameri
cans over the next decade and ulti
mately prohibit insurance companies
from turning away Americans based
on their health status, is too expensive
and would not address the problems
in the current health care system.
She has expressed concern about
the burdens the legislation would place
on programs like Medicaid, which she
said “cannot handle the influx o f pa
tients that they are being asked to deal
with.”
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California’s fem ale candidates scrutinized more by women, polls say
Cathleen Decker
LOS ANGELES TIMEES

As their party’s first female nominees
for governor and U.S. Senate, Meg
Whitman and Carly Fiorina have run
campaigns premised in part on the
belief that they could attract women
voters who typically brush aside the
Republican Party.
But new polls indicate that, if
anything, women are treating their
candidacies more harshly than aré
men.
Much o f the reason for that is
the heavily Dem ocratic nature
o f California’s female voters. But
women have gone well beyond
party alliance to cast a negative
eye toward the two candidates on
a host o f character and personality
issues.
W hen asked in a new Los Ange
les Times/Universiry o f Southern
California poll which candidate
for governor — Dem ocrat Jerry
Brown or Republican W hitm an

— was more truthful, likely male
voters said Brown by a 15-point
margin, and women said Brown by
25 points.
W hen asked whether they were
more concerned about W hitm an’s
sympathies for Wall Street or
Brown’s ties to unions, men cited
Brown as their concern, by a 13point margin. Women, by a 17point margin, that they were more
worried about W hitm an.
Overall, men sided with Brown
by three points but women backed
him by 21 points.
In the Senate race, the poll
found men siding with Fiorina
over Dem ocrat Barbara Boxer by
two points, while women sided
with Boxer by 17 points.
A recent poll by the Public Pol
icy institute o f California came to
similar conclusions, with women
backing Brown by 14 points more
than men did and Boxer by 16
points, while men backed Fiorina.

All told, the results o f both sur
veys confirmed that ideology, not
gender, is directing the vote in this
tumultuous-campaign season.
T h e candidates in question are
being seen as Republicans who
happen to be women, rather than
women who happen to be Repub
licans — a key distinction in a
D em ocratic-tilting state.
“More than anything, it’s party
registration and ideology, and ev
ery Republican candidate knows
that coming in,” said G O P pollster
Linda DiVall, a co-conductor o f
the survey for the Tim es and the
u s e College o f Letters, Arts and
Sciences. “T h a t’s why character is
so im portant.”
And character — or voters’
presumptions about it — is hurt
ing W hitm an in particular in the
wake o f a difficult month in which
it came to light that she had em
ployed an illegal immigrant and in
which her veracity was challenged
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by the Brown campaign and oth 
ers. W hitm an slumped from five
points down in September to a 13point deficit in O ctober, chiefly
due to defections by women, inde
pendent voters and Latinos.
“W hat trumps gender with
women is the same thing that
trumps gender with men,” said
Darry Sragow, a Dem ocratic politi
cal consultant and interim director
o f the Times/USC poll.
“It’s, ‘W ho is this person? W hat
kind o f person am I voting for
here?’ as well as issues. Certainly,
we’ve seen with the W hitm an cam 
paign that her problems are not
about issues, it’s about personality
and character.”
There are, o f course, differences
among women along the lines o f
party, ethnicity, age and education.
But it is their differences with men
on a range o f matters that are most
striking.
In the Times poll, women dis
approved o f Proposition 2 3 , which
would suspend the state’s global
warming law, by 20 points; men
disapproved by 11,
Women disapproved o f Propo
sition 19, which would legalize
some marijuana cultivation and
use, by 21 points; men were split.
By 39 points, women approved o f
Proposition 25, which would re
duce the legislative votes needed
to pass a budget; men approved by
22 points.
Similar dilTerences between
men’s and women’s votes on the
ballot measures were seen in the
Public Policy Institute o f C alifor
nia poll.
W ith the female camdidates at
the top o f the ballot, this election
resembles at first glance the 1992
election, in which Democrats
Boxer and Dianne Feinstcin were
first seeking their Senate seats.
T hat election was California’s
first big test o f women on the bal
lot, and much o f the pre-election
conversation centered on the nowquaint question o f whether voters
would be com fortable filling both
scats with women.
Women did not march in lock
step then, cither: An exit poll by
the Times found that women went
for Feinstein by a 26-point mar
gin, and by Boxer by 11 points,
That was largely due to Boxer’s
weaker showing among moderate
and conservative women.
But in their quest for women
voters, those two candidates were
bolstered by circumstances not

shared by W hitm an and Fiorina.
They were running a year after
the nation was embroiled in the
sexual harassment-centered hear
ings to confirm Clarence Thom as
to the Supreme C ourt and after a
key court decision lim iting abor
tion rights.
T h e nation was in a “throw the
bums out” mood and women, then
at least, were the antithesis o f the
Establishment.
There are several disadvantages
for the Republican women now.
W omen voters have historically
been more motivated by candi
dates who favor abortion rights;
W hitm an only favors some abor
tion rights and Fiorina has said she
would support overturning Roe vs.
Wade.
Women voters also appear to be
far more skeptical than men o f cor
porate leaders, given their concern
about W hitm an’s corporate sensi
tivities.
W hitm an, the former head
o f eBay, and Fiorina, the former
Hewlett-Packard chief, are both
making their first bids for elective
office.
By a 19-point margin, women
felt that Boxer was more under
standing o f people like them, about
the same as the 2 1 -point margin
for Brown over W hitm an, By 14
points, women felt Boxer better
represented their values.
In all cases, the results ex
ceeded the various gaps between
the Dem ocratic and Republican
candidates on issues like jobs, the
economy, taxes and immigration,
and the eight-point Dem ocratic
edge among women voters.
Sragow, the Dem ocratic consul
tant, said the emphasis W hitman
and Fiorina have placed on their
executive backgrounds appears to
have stirred concerns among wom
en.
“T h e last time I looked at
C E O s, they were not seen as con
cerned with ordinary people," he
said. “They are seen as very tough
taskmasters.”
DiVall, the Republican pollster,
held out hope that the closing days
o f the campaign would lead wom
en to see W hitm an and Fiorina in
a more positive light.
“A lot o f female voters arc go
ing to give people some grudging
respect for hanging in there,” she
said. “I wouldn’t be surprised to
see some switching around here at
the end o f the race.”

Congressional candidates predicted to
spend $2 billion on midterm campaigns
Michael Muskai
LOS ANGELES TIMES

It was Mark Twain who dryly noted
that Americans have the best gov
ernment money can buy. In that
case, the new Congress chosen in
this midterm election is shaping up
to be a beauty.
At a time o f recession and re
covery, House candidates will likely
raise and spend more than $1 bil
lion, the nonpartisan Public Cam 
paign Action Fund said Tuesday.
Adding the spending for the
Senate will likely raise the total to
more than $2 billion.
The nonprofit group said House
candidates alone in this cycle raised
30 percent more and spent 54 per
cent more than the contenders had
spent at the same point in 2 008.
When the dust settles and there
is a final accounting after this year’s
races, House candidates will have
raised nearly $1.3 billion and spent
more than $1.4 billion, the group
said.
It said its analysis was based on
data from the nonpartisan Center
for Responsive Politics.
“Candidates are raising more
money in 2010 than ever before,
and spending it at a much quicker
pace than 2 0 0 8 ,” said David D on
nelly, the director of the organiza

tion’s Campaign Money Watch
project.
“W ith all the attack ads, candi
dates have to spend more rime di
aling for dollars and less time talk
ing with voters. They have to feed
the beast — the endle.ss raising and
spending for campaigns — that is
devouring our democracy.”
According to the Federal Elec
tion Commi.ssion’s website. House
and Senate candidates have already
reported spending almost all o f the
about $ 1 .6 billion that has been
raised in this cycle.
The $2 billion figure does not
include spending for local races,
which have set their own records
in states such as California, where
Meg W hitman, the G O P candidate
for governor, reportedly has spent
more than $ 1 5 0 million o f her own
money on her campaign.
According to the Campaign Ac
tion Fund’s analysis, the projection
of $ 1 ,2 7 5 billion in fundraising for
House races in the 2 0 1 0 cycle rep
resents a doubling since the 2 0 0 0
election.
Republican House candidates
raised approximately $30 million
more than Democrats through the
third quarter in 2 0 1 0 , the fund
said.
In the 2 0 0 8 election at this time,
the Republicans had raised nearly
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$64 million less.
Democrats, including President
Barack Obama, have campaigned
against the lack o f transparency
o f funds being raised by outside
groups.
But the issue goes further, the
Action Fund said.
“To only focus on the outside
secret money misses the full story
o f what is happening in races all
over the country,” Donnelly said.
“Increased fundraising from
wealthy donors, coupled with the
secret outside money, puts our elec
tions further into the hands o f rel
atively few Americans. Regardless
o f the outcome next Tuesday, the
winners will be the big donors.”
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Private citizen donates $1 million in support of Proposition 19
Josh Richman
CONTRA COSTA TIMES

Billionaire financier George Soros gave
$ 1 million Tuesday to support Califor
nia’s ballot initiative to legalize recre
ational marijuana use.
Proposition 19 was having trouble
attracting significant funding, and only
just rolled out its first television ad
Monday in the Los Angeles area. The
big ante from Soros — long a sup
porter o f drug-reform efforts across the
nadon and here in California — will
allow a much more intense media blitz

in the final week before Eleaion Day.
But with so many people having al
ready cast ballots by mail, it’s not clear
whether this will counter the measure’s
recent slump in the polls in enough
time to make a difference.
It will. Dale Jones o f the Yes on 19
campaign asserted Tuesday; she told re
porters that it “has always been an edu
cational campaign,” and Soros’ money
will further that mission.
“Once people have read the initia
tive and understand Prop. 19 and sec
what it will and will not do, we see
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overwhelming support,” she said. “Ev
ery bit that supporters chip in, more
people will get the right message.”
As for the contribution’s timing,
“better late than never,” Jones said.
“We appreciate just in this last week
that people are stepping up their efforts
and redoubling their commitment.”
Roger Salazar, spokesman for the
campaign against Proposition 19, said
it was always expected that the propo
nents would outspend the opponents.
“But the more they spend, it seems,
the more the public becomes aware o f
the flaws in Prop. 19,” he said, noting
the contribution’s last-minute timing.
“If they’re willing to put that kind o f
money behind a misleading ad that
deceives the public, it shows they’re in
rough shape.”
With Soros’ contribution, about
$3.4 million has been put up in suppon o f Proposition 19 so far; about
$1.4 million o f that came from propo
nent Richard Lee of C3akland, foundCT
and president o f Oaksterdam Uni
versity, and was spent on the petidon
■ drive to put the measure on the ballot.
The campaign against Proposition 19
has raised about $315,000 this year,
although the California Chamber o f
Commerce last week began spending
$250,000 on radio ads to urge voters
to oppose the measure.
Soros^ reported his contribudon
T'ttesday morning to the Secretary of
Sute’s office, even as America woke up
to his op-ed piece in the Wall Street
Journal in suppon o f legalization.

“Regulating and taxing marijuana
would simultaneously save taxpayers
billions of dollars in enforcement and
incarceration costs, while providing
many billions o f dollars in revenue an
nually,” he wrote in the Journal. “It also
would reduce the crime, violence and
corruption associated with drug mar
kets, and the violations o f civil liber
ties and human rights that occur when
large numbers o f otherwi.se bw-abiding citizens are subjea to arrest. Police
could focus on serious crime instead.”
Soros also cited racial disparides
in marijuana enforcement. “1 agree
with Alice Huffman, president o f the
California NAACP, when she says that
being caught up in the criminal jus
tice system docs more harm to young
p>eople than marijuana itself Giving
millions of young Americans a perma
nent drug arrest record that may follow
them for life serves no one’s interests.”
Soros contributed not to the main
Yes on 19 committee established by
Lee, but to a supporting committee
— the Drug Policy Acdon Commit
tee to Tax and Regubte Marijuana/
Yes on Prop. 19 — established by the
Drug Policy Alliance; Soros has been a
major funder o f the alliance and sits on
its board.
fhe Yes on 19 ad bunched Monday
features Hoover Institution research
fellow and former San Jose polfce chief
Joseph McNamara.
“Today, it’s easier for a teenager to
buy pot than beer. Proptosidon 19 will
tax and control marijuana just like al

cohol,” McNamara said in the ad. “It
will generate billions o f dollars for local
communities, allow police to focus on
violent crimes and put drug cartels out
o f business. Join me and many others
in law enfbrççment. Vote yes on Prop
osition 19!”
Actually, Proposidon 19 wouldn’t
establish a uniform scheme to regubte
and tax commercial culdvation and
sales, but rather would let cities and
counties choose whether to adopt their
own. Also, Gov. Arnold Schwarzeneg
ger recendy signed a bill into law to
reduce minor marijuana possession
from a misdemeanor to an inffacdon,
significandy reducing court costs.
A recent smdy by the RAND Corp.
public-policy think tank indicated
Proposidon 19 will only help put car
tels out o f business if Californb’s legal
marijuana is smuggled into other states
and undercuts cartels’ prices there. And
most major law enforcement groups
— including the California Police
Chiefs Associadon, the Police Officers
Research Associadon of Califomb,
the Califomb Narcotics Officers As
sociation and the Nadonal Associadon
o f Drug Court Professionals — oppose
Proposidon 19.
McNamara said on Tuesday’s con
ference call that how much money
Proposition 19 will save and how
much it will raise in tax revenue may
be subject to debate, but must be seen
in the context o f what the state is wast
ing now in an unsuccessful and harm
ful prohibidon.
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• C o u n d Member, 2006 to present
•Vice Mayor. 2009 to present
• Planning Com m issioner. 2005-06
• Lecturer - Cal Poly. Cuesta. LaVsm e
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ALL-EVENT BADGES (FRI-SAT-SUN).......$80
STUDENT ALL-EVENT BADGES (FRI-SAT-SUN) (ID REQ).....$20
DAILY TICKETS: THURS $25. FRI $35. SAT $45.SUN $25 ,
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• Mayor Dave Romero
• Supervisors Adam HIN & Frank Mecham
Former Mayors Ken Schwartz & Allen Settle
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Sex Column

Ways to spice up your Halloween
For us college-folk, the days o f dress
ing up in outfits purchased at sea
sonal Halloween stores and begging
neighbors for candy is over.
Once you reach 18, even if you
try to go trick-or-treating, people as
sume you’re a pedophile and reciting
a chant is no longer cute, nor does it

result in free candy.
Now Halloween is a rime to dress
up for themed parties, venture to
pants-pissing haunted houses and
watch scary movies with that special
someone.
So 1 say embrace becoming aged
like you would embrace a fine wine.

■ 0
Kathryn
Eisendrath Rogers

School Board

After all, with time comes knowl
edge and we’re in college, so you
should be full of it.
Here are suggestions to turn tra
ditional scary activities into provoca
tive Halloween treats this year.
Take pumpkin carving to the
next level and leave classic toothy
Jack-O-I.antern grins for the kids.
Make a sexual masterpiece out o f a
pumpkin by carving a scantly clad
silhouette, use two and make it a
pair or get creative and recreate a sex
position — Eiffel Tower anyone?
O r embrace the second identity
that comes with a costume. Be the
someone, or something, you aren’t
and engage in role playing if the op
portunity arises. Ibis is the perfect
way to heat things up on a cold Hal
loween night. It the chance never
comes up, try using a fake name or
embellish stories to make things in
teresting — just keep it somewhat
believable and keep the situation
under control.
Don’t forget the Halloween can
dy. Indulge in a new way by capi
talizing on potential aphrodisiacs
’ — foods said to influence levels of
<cx-drivc (whether they work or not
isn’t 100 percent proven — it’s really
mind over matter). Ihcsc common
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candies have at least one key ingredi
ent to take them from tasty treats to
guilty pleasures.
He/shey’s chocolate and M &
M ’s: lliey are solid chocolate which
contain phenylethylamine and sero
tonin — chemicals said to increase
endorphin levels and infiuence feel
ings o f euphoria. Ih is makes it easier
to “melt in your mouth, not in your
hand.”
Almond Joy; Ihe scent o f almonds
has been known to lead to sexual
arousal in women, as it is commonly
used in aromatherapy and scented
candles. So add almonds to chocolate
and allow yourself to benefit from all
the joy.
Latft'Taffy: ihe-sc chewy taffies not
only feature a joke on rath wrapper,
but some popular flavors are associ

ated with aphrodisiacs, such as apple,
banana and strawberry. Apples have
been the fruit o f temptation since
the Garden o f Eden; bananas contain
high levels of potassium and vitamin
B (both o f which help produce sexhormones); and strawberries contain
high levels o f antioxidants, which
increase circulation — especially to
erogenous zones. Even if the ingredi
ents don’t stimulate, you can still of
fer a joke to spark a conversation and
see where it goes from there. Other
fruity candies to consider are .Skittles,
Tootsie Pops and Sour Patch Kids.
Ciood 8c Plenty: A scientific study
at the Smell and daste Treatment and
Research Foundation in Chicago
found that the scent o f black licorice
see H allow een, p a g e 15
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Discover
King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
A research university unlike any other.
Discover bold, collaborative research initiatives in science, engineering and technology with state-of-the-art facilities,
globally renowned faculty and students from over 60 countries. KAUST is a merit-based university dedicated to signifi
cant high-impact research. Embark on a new era of scientific achievement for Saudi Arabia, the region, and the world.

Scholarships for Science and Engineering students
Complete a Master's or Ph.D. program with full tuition support, free housing, living stipend, medical insurance and
relocation support.
Applied Mathematics and Computational Sciences, Bioscience, Chemical Sciences. Chemical and Biological Engineering,
Computer Science. Earth Science and Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Environmental Science and Engineering,
Marine Science, Material Science and Engineering, Mechanical Engineering.
»
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Halloween

SLO Donut Co. rolls onto the SLO doughnut scene
Catherine Borgeson
CATHERINEBOROESON.MO@IGMAIL.COM

days and Saturdays, he said.
While the cereal doughnut ap
peals to munchic-sufferers, the store’s
best-selling doughnut is the maple
bacon doughnut.
Community member Robert
Gorman has been going to SLO
Donut Co. for his coffee and dough
nut fix ever since coffee chain Starbucks got his girlfriend’s coffee order
wrong three times in a row. He said
the maple bacon doughnut is his fa
vorite choice.
“Maple bacon doughnuts rock,”
Gorman said. “Bacon is one o f the
few meat.s that go well with sugar
and everyone loves maple bacon, so
a maple bacon doughnut is a logical

Husband and wife team Jacob and
Jessie Pickering saw a need in San Luis
Obispo for a place where students
and community members could re
lax, study and eat doughnuts.
They met the need by opening
SLO Donut Co. in the Foothill Plaza
last month.
“My wife and I have always talked
about doing a doughnut shop be
cause we both enjoy doughnuts and
coffee,” owner Jacob Pickering said.
“'W e wanted to be next to Cal Poly
and Cuesta College to provide a space
for people to just hang. To me that’s
what a doughnut shop is — where
someone can hang out and eat coffee
S te p .
and doughnuts all the time.”
As far as Gorman’s overall experi
To make “hanging” easier, the
ence at SLO Donut Co., he has been
Pickerings kept in mind what stu
impressed.
dents have and what they need. They
“1 have faith in the owners,” Gor
designed the store to house large
man said. “Ih e y ’ve been really ac
tables with plenty o f space to spread
commodating. 1 came by the other
out books and laptops. Four outlets
day and they were fresh out o f maple
at every u ble supply enough power
bacon donuts; they weren’t planning
to charge all the electronic devices
on making another batch for an
students accumulate.
hour and a half. The owner was nice
The shop is open 24 hours with
enough to re-glaze a regular maple
free W i-Fi. There is even a library
one and sprinkle some bacon on it
where customers can borrow books
so I ended up gening the doughnut
and take them home, provided they
I wanted.”
replace it with a book o f their own
To help customers get the exact
for others to read.
doughnut they want, a “create your
Jacob is also a general contractor.
own ‘ doughnut” bar (inspired by
He recycled the lumber from a sum ’ Yogiirt Creations) offers a variety o f
different syrups and sprinkles to per
mer housing project he worked on to
sonalize any doughnut.
construct the base o f the counter, the
back o f the benches and the column
Mechanical engineering senior
in the corner o f the shop. He also Josh Grip goes to SLO Donut Co.
built all the tables and furniture in
to study and enjoys the “create your
the doughnut shop.
own doughnut” bar.
Before opening the store, the
“It’s cool, you can dress up your
Pickerings went around to other
donuts like fro-yo,” Grip said. “I
doughnut shops to figure out what
think SLO Do Co. is pretty sick. It
they liked and didn’t like.
has a good atmosphere and cheap
“I have a lot o f pet peeves when
prices. And the location is huge —
it comes to doughnut shops," Jacob
it’s close enough for freshmen who
said. “So one day, instead o f going
don’t have cars and close enough to
wine tasting, we went doughnut
tasting to point out exactly what
they all are.”
These pet peeves include cleanli
ness and how all doughnut shops
seem stuck in the ‘90s, Jacob said.
“We wanted a place that’s a little
more up to date and clean — a place
where we are not ashamed to show
our kitchen off,” Jacob said.
Doughnut stores run in the fami
ly. Jessie grew up around doughnuts.
Her family owns different doughnut
shops in locales ranging from M ichi
gan to Texas to Los Angeles.

XCATHERINE BORGESON MUSTANG DAILY

Jacob Pickering the owner of SLO Donut Co. said cereal donuts ate the most
popular among customers and sell out the quickest.

the party scene on the weekends.”
Grip said SLO Donut Co. will
out-compete the existing doughnut
shops in the area.
“In my opinion. Sunshine is go
ing to tank,” he said. “I think by De
cember 2011 it will be closed.”
But Sovatah Isebrands, owner
o f Sunshine Donuts for the past 17
years, does not seem to think so.
“I don’t see a difference in busi
ness,” Isebrands said. “Sunshine has
been here for so many years — all
the customers are still coming and
are still happy.”
The shop’s upcoming events in
clude a Halloween doughnut deco
rating contestwhere contestants can
decorate any purchased doughnut

www.tshirtguy.net

“I told myself 1 would never own
a doughnut store,” Jessie said. “But I
am really happy now.”
The doughnut shop has been
open for a month and business has
been good. Any given night the ta
bles are filled with students studying.
O n Saturday and Sunday mornings
there is a line out the door for their
donuts, Jacob said.
“I am not a doughnut baker, bur 1
am a doughnut eater,” Jacob said. "I
try to think o f what fellow doughnut
eaters would enjoy. I have the space
to do whatever I want, the possibili
ties are endless.”
Jacob said such thoughts include
“I f I was stoned, what would look
good to me?”
Thus the cereal doughnut was
created. W hether it’s the flavor o f the
cereal, the novelty or just the bright
colors, it sells out by 11 p.m. on F r i-.
^
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continued from page 1 4

and upload a picture o f the deco
rated doughnut on Facebook. The
winner will be determined by the
most “likes.”
There have also been thoughts
about a potential doughnut eating
contest and live music unplugged in
the future.
“We just want to be a cool place
that people don’t mind sitting and
hanging out at," Jacob said. “We
wrote a list o f how we could be dif
ferent and we’re just going to keep
on adding to it. If it’s received well
then we’ll keep it, if not, we’ll try
something new. When we do a
doughnut shop we want to do it
completely different than any other
doughnut shop.”

increased blood flow to the penis
by 13 percent; so he’ll be good
with plenty to share.
The ultimate twist to the nights
leading up to Halloween is pass
ing up over-played scary movies.
It is a waste to wait 18 long years
and not utilize the legal authority
to purchase or rent adult material
— better late than never, right?
So instead o f getting close while
watching traditional horrors, get
close while watching scandalous
whores.
“The Texas Vibrator Massacre”:
Just like the original, except swap
out the chainsaw for a vibrator and
eliminate about half the clothes.
“The Night o f Giving Head”:
Female zombies come to attack
mankind, and they only have one
tactic — blow jobs.
“Ejacula”: With the new vam
pire craze, this movie is the perfect
fix for anyone with a fetish for
extra-long canine teeth and expert
Slickers.
t
‘ ^
l ^ v e conventional Halloween
practices at home packed between
plastic skeletons and ^ e spider
webs. Take advantage o f the one
time o f year when it’s O K to un
leash the freak within — whether
it’s through costumes, decor or in
the bedroom.

KarUe Prazak is ajournalism junior'
arui Mustang Daily copy editor.
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Whitman’s spending can’t buy my vote

Given the election is less than a week
away, I figured I would offer my two
cents regarding the upcoming gu
bernatorial election. In an age where
it seems like radical and outrageous
politics trumps rational discussion,
I’m glad California has largely re
frained from joining in the unpro
ductive conversation that seems to
have gripped the rest o f the nation
(note the absence o f the Tea Party in
California elections). Nonetheless,
the negativity o f the gubernatorial
campaigns has obscured some o f the
facts.
Although the term “career politi
cian” often has negative connotations,
I personally do not share the senti
ment. In fact, I think Jerry Brown’s
career is one o f his best attributes.
Granted, in the Democratic primary
I was pulling for Gavin Newsom (he
is highly effective as San Francisco’s
mayor), but jerry Brown is accept
able in his place.
First, as governor o f California in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, Brown
brought a bohemian atmosphere to
the office, replacing the state limou
sine with a Plymouth and shunning
the governor’s mansion for a $250
per month apartment. He was a vi
sionary in terms o f micro-technology

and a green economy and focused ef
forts on improving mass transit and
creating designated lanes for carpools
and bikes, efforts that were mocked
at the time but arc now ubiquitous
features o f urban planning.
After Brown’s failed presidential
bid in 1992, Brown decided to re
turn to California politics as mayor
o f Oakland in 1997. Despite Meg
'jiTtiiman’s ads blaming Brown for
the problems in Oakland at this
time, the truth o f the matter is that
Brown threw himself into a difficult
situation, with Oakland’s schools al
ready in disarray, an escalating crime
rate and an evaporating tax base. As
mayor. Brown lived downtown in a
loft and could be seen walking the
streets without bodyguards, acting
like just another member o f the com
munity, not some hotshot politician
(or C E O for that matter). Brown
revitalized the downtown area to at
tract businesses and attempted to fix
the schools by introducing charter
schools, designed to be examples for
the public schools to follow, although
Oakland school kids only performed
marginally better. Brown seems to al
most have a missionary zeal for poli
tics, demonstrating an appreciation
for the value o f his work and not just
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an infatuation with the power.
On the other side is Republican
Meg Whitman. An obviously adept
C E O , Whitman has no political cre
dentials and had even failed to vote
on numerous occasions until 2002,
perhaps when she realized she would
have to be a registered voter if she
ever wanted to hold office. Although
many pundits compare a position o f
political leadership to being a C E O
o f a business, 1 am much less in
clined to sec the connection. Ihere
are certainly parallels to the jobs
(organization, efficiency, leadership,
etc.) but there is a fundamental dif
ference in that the bottom line for
a C E O is the almighty dollar, while
the bottom line for any politician al
ways comes down to real people and
real lives.

incorrectly entered the conversation
with their fat cat checks and bloated
pensions. You know, all those police
men, firemen, nurses and teachers
who get paid an exorbitant amount
o f money for how little they contrib
ute to society. Whitman wants to cut
public sector jobs and reform welfare
(aka take away money from those
most in need o f it) while eliminating
the state capital gains tax, a polic}'
that inevitably favors the wealthy as
they tend to own a greater share of
stocks and bonds.
It also troubles me that W hit
man has spent so much money on
her campaign, surpassing $163 mil
lion (compared to Brown’s $23 mil
lion), including $140 million o f her
own money. It seems like her con
stant barrage o f slick ads is trying to

s like her constant
of slick ads is
injg to compensate I v
lack o f substantive p jju gr
— Jeremy Cutcher
Liberai columnist

Sure Meg Whitman grew eBay by
cutting costs and outsourcing jobs,
but there is no analogous situation in
the political realm except, perhaps,
by cutting spending and cutting pub
lic jobs. But although these methods
may work for a business’s profit mar
gin, I do not believe these methods
would work for California. Cutting
jobs does not help the unemployment
rate nor consumer confidence, which
Whitman has repeatedly addressed
in her statements. Even though the
large investment banks hold pnmary
responsibility for the economic re
cession, somehow public employees

compensate for a lack o f substantive
policy. In addition, the manner in
which she has campaigned (the nega
tive ads, the false statements) leaves
much to be desired in politics and is
one o f the many reasons people view
politics so negatively. In my mind,
there is no doubt jerry Brown would
serve California better as governor
than Meg Whitman, complete with
his years o f experience in office and
his pragmatic approach to politics.

Jeremy Cutcher is a pobtical science
senior and Mustang Daily liberal col-
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November 2: A renewed hope for real change
Wc all have friends that have gradu
ated in the last couple years, but how
many o f these friends have actually
found a full-time job or career? Most
likely, the answer is “not many,"
According to the Economic Pol
icy Institute, “the size o f the labor
force for young adults fell 6.3 per
cent between December 2 0 0 7 and
January 2 0 1 0 ,” and “less than half
o f college graduates under 25 were
working at jobs that required a col
lege degree” during the first four
months o f 2009,
Those o f us who are juniors, se
niors and super seniors can recall
how Obamamania swept through
our campus only 24 months ago. As
the “big day” approaches, I challenge
my fellow Cal Poly students to think
about how far we have come over the
past two years. Barack Obama most
effectively appealed to our demo
graphic by promising jobs and pros
perity; in other words, “Change."
But really, what has changed?
In this two-year period, our ex
pectations o f “change” have with
ered. It seems as though it’s business
as usual once again in the W hite
House with one difference — stub
born persistence against the minor
ity party.
The Obama Administration has
been an era where one is condemned
for being a fiscal conservative and
where Chicago-style political uctics
reign free. Obama referred to the
ever-growing tea party movement
as “folks waving tea bags around”
and quietly excluded Republicans
from the final discussions o f health
care (M SN B C ). Also, back in June,
he offered Senate candidate Andrew
Rom anoff a job in return for quit
ting his run for office — Chicago
politics at its finest.
At the same time, unemployment
still hovers at 9 .6 percent, according
to the Bureau o f Labor Statistics,
and our deficit has flown past the
trillion-dollar mark. Where are all
the new jobs promised by Obam as
failed stimulus plan?

Add universal health care, which
became the Obama Administration’s
number one priorit)’ above creating

o f succe.ssful business owners know
about creating jobs?
National politics often seem dis-

negotiation usually turns out favorable for the city employees and not
for taxpayers. Due to outrageous city

tant and confusing, but the very
same kind o f reckless spending is oc
curring throughout California and
in our very own backyard.
The New Times reported San Luis
Obispo is in such a critical situation
that it can not afford its own em
ployees. City documents “estimate
the city will face a $3 million an
nual shortfall for the 2 0 1 1 - 1 3 fiscal
years,” which could even rise to “$ 11
million by 2015." Why? Because the
city o f San Luis Obispo’s system of
binding arbitration in union ne
gotiations means that the threat o f

employee compensation rates and
consuming pension plans, the city
is literally running on empty, and
may soon have to cut back on some
o f its most basic services. Ironically,
amidst these critical times, the city
has continued to pour money into
improvements.
Beyond our little community',
cities all over are encountering the
results o f public sector waste. En
tire cities like Vallejo are falling into
bankruptcy woes due to expensive,
publicly funded pensions (CalPensions).

...4

m
jobs, and you have a financial disaster
(B B C ). The side effects o f healthcare
reform will simply deliver another
blow to employment. This will not
only increase the cost o f premiums
for most o f us when the law fully
goes into effect, but it will also add
an undue burden on businesses who
ultimately can’t afford it. According
to US News & World Report, a co
alition led by the National Federa
tion o f Independent Businesses has
even fought against the legislation in
response to this costly “side effect."
But then again, what do a bunch

Meanwhile, a recent Stanford
study showed that California’s three
largest public pension funds face
a budget shortfall o f $500 billion,
which will ultimately be recovered
through cuts in important programs
(i.e. schools, parks, health care) and
o f course, more taxes. Thanks to the
lobbyists o f greedy unions and the
Assembly that succumbed to them,
we are in the middle o f a night
mare.
Our state government likewise
continues to spend money It doesn’t
have; the budget proposal for the
2010-11 year included methods to
fill in a $20 billion deficit (Office o f
the Governor). The California gov
ernment has ultimately scared away
our potential employers through
ridiculous taxes and regulations. As
Joe Vranich, a Business Relocation
Coach, reports, “For every three
new businesses that move into Cali
fornia, a hundred move out” (CalWatchDog).
Where do we draw the line?
Democrat or Republican, we need
to keep our government in check at
all levels if we want to be employed
upon graduation. W hy would wc
want to re-elect the same individuals
that have only worsened our econ
omy and poisoned the job market
throughout the past two years?
This Nov. 2, you have the oppor
tunity to stand up against those in
power and take your job back. Grad
uation is just around the corner.
Your vote can make the difference
between a management position at
McDonald’s and an actual career af
ter leaving Cal Poly.
Just as wc im paaed the 2008
elections, we impact this critical
midterm election at all levels. This
time, let’s vote for some real change
and bring prosperity back into the
picture.

Bmuian PringU is an English junior
and former Mustang Daily conserva
tive columnist.

mustangdaMy.net

Americans feel political experience not necessary
A new poll suggests that nearly half
o f American voters would rather be
represented in Congress by some
one with absolutely no political
experience than by someone who’s
been in office for more than 10
years.
This finding from a survey o f
1,000 registered voters by N B C
News and The Wall Street Jou r
nal shows how far the “throw the
bums out" spirit o f the “tea party”
movement has rippled through the
electorate. It’s an understandable
sentim ent, given how little progress
W ashington has made in lowering
unemployment or spurring eco
nom ic growth.
But what’s happened in C ali
fornia over the past decade should
serve as a cautionary tale to vot
ers who consider inexperience a
prerequisite for the difficult tasks
facing lawmakers. It turns out that
amateurs can be at least as inept at
fixing structural failures in govern
ment as the veterans they replaced.
That doesn’t mean we should.

reflexively vote for incum bents;
instead, it’s a reason to question
whether incumbency is the real

billion budget with m ultibilliondollar shortfalls. W ith the state’s
finances deteriorating rapidly, they

out that amateurs can be
as inept at fix ii^ struc
tural failures in govem dA lt
the veterans they repl
— Los Angeles Times
Editorial

problem.
The most prominent political
figure in Sacramento for much o f
this decade has been a governor
with no experience in office before
his election in 2 0 0 3 . Thanks to
term lim its, the Legislature’s top
Democrats and Republicans have
frequently been new to their lead
ership roles as well, forced to learn
on the job how to negotiate a $ 1 0 0

adopted a series o f gimmick-laden
budgets that kept the state run
ning but didn’t produce any kind
o f stability. And this is a model for
governing?
In fairness, the fiscal disaster
that Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
and legislative leaders faced would
have been daunting for anyone. The
budget problems facing the federal
government are different but no

less difficult, including fast-rising
health care costs, burgeoning en
titlements and a long-term spend
ing gap that could push the debt to
dangerous levels in a decade. And
they’re complicated by rules that
give individual senators extraordi
nary power to obstruct.
The voters surveyed by N B C
and the Journal seemed torn about
the value o f experience even as they
yearned to replace “career politi
cians" with fresh-faced novices.
W hen asked about their own con 
gressional representatives, 52 per
cent considered them to be “part
o f the solutions” to the country’s
problems, compared with 3 5 per
cent who said they were “part o f
the problems." That’s an unusu
ally low level o f support for incum 
bents, raising the likelihood that
many won’t be returned next year.
Here’wws hoping that the new
comers will be up to the job.

always som ething new.

n

»

This editorial appeared in the Uts
Angeles Times on Monday, Oct. 25.
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TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD:

Order online: www.MUSTAN6IlAK.Y,net
Call 805-756-1143 a day prior ^ noon
Ads mutt b i prtpaid by cbicb mads out
taMUSTANS DAILY or paid by cradit card
at MUSTAN6DAILY.NET

comics & games
HELP WANTED

iNetirRdnrkSi]iie0
Crossword

Student Accounting Assistdnl, .
O f f i c e of C o n f e r e n c e and Event P l a n n i n g

G reat opportunity to be involved w ith daily accounting and
business operations in the Office of Conference and Event
Planning. Looking for student interested in a lo n g -te rm posi
tion; the position is part tim e during academ ic year, fu ll-tim e
(40 h o u rs/w eek) in sum m er.
Experience in the accounting field an d /o r accounting classes
p re fe rre d , but not required.

The student Accounting Assistant position is available now,
open until filled. $ 8.75 - $ 9.50 an hour, depending on e x p e ri
ence. Paid training is provided.

To be considered for this position, a completed application and
resume must be submitted to the Office of Conference and Event
Planning. To receive an application, call the Office of Conference
and Event Planning at 756-7600 or stop by the CEP office, located
in the Cerro Vista Community Center (Building 170G).

check out our
accessories & boots!
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FOR CO N GRESS

W o r k in g to k e e p h ig h e r
e d u c a t io n a c c e s s ib le

37 1,055 joules:
Abbr.
30 *Treaty of
Versailtes signer
43 "G ive___ little
time"
44 Pitcher Maddux
who won four
straight Cy
Young Awards
45 Cleopatra held it
close
46 ‘ Point in a
planet’s orbit
that's closest to
the sun
50 Attract
53 Expensive violin,
for short
6 4 ___ pad
56 Before, to Byron
57 Subject of a
ehiidren's song
associated wftn
the vowels in the
answer to each
starred due
61 O verly thin
64 Fertility clinic
samples
65 Put on, as cargo
66 Sleep disorder
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A cross
1 Dw eller on an
Asian peninsula
6 Ballgoer. for
short
9 Steam ed
14 W hack-___
15 Org. doing
atmospheric
tests
16 M eeting poim
17 GUfis for divas
18 Shoreline
indentation
19 Has only half'
servings, maybe
20 ‘Tum -oM hemMennium
explorer
23 Saudi ’ son o f
24 Punk ro cker___
Vicious
26 Immobile
28 Hounds
30 *1996 Gramm y
winner for the
album *Falling
Into You’
34 *Not a charKeh
36 Kind of place to
the left of the
decim al point
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CLASSIFIED ADS ARE FREE FOR STUDENTS:

Stop into the MUSiD(NG DAILY to find out
how to place your ad.
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Edited by Will Shortz

W ÏT TT W

67 ’___ the
ramparts
68 “Mr, Belvedere"
actress Graff
69 Brenda of
comics
70 Promgoers:
Abbr.
71 Risked

Down
1 Catch that might
be mounted
2 It multiplies by
dividing
3 Becoming
* discouraged
4 Beth preceder
5 Som e survey
response^
6 Ridicule
7 Like some
battles
6 Sounds heard by
57'Across
9 W orld's fourthmost populous
oount^
10 Flestrictsd. wNh
‘In’
11 Tool used by
Hansel and
Q reters father
1 2 K in g ___
13 W hat's extracted
from soft to get
d l?
21 S ^ e r Ocasek
of the Cars
22Ter>don
26 Tool used in
thoracic surgery
27 Kansas cartine
29 Carrier with a
hub in
Copenhagen
31 Second in line?
32 Abbr. on a bank
statenrtent
3 3 Carm eiite, tbr
one

IH«S»kyNMrAMRtN
3 5 Sanctuary fixture 42 It was dropped
55 Noniiquid state
In the «Os
38 Any singer with
56 Sounds hoard by
47 W orker whose
Gladys Knight
57-Aoross
job always has a
S fiO d ivafy
new wrinkle?
50 MainUHn
porsona’
48 Hollywood
oBSignmentB;
60 T h e Lion King’
treasures
Abbr.
role
49 Silent assent
40 Judldai title role 51 Francis of
61 Nonliquid state
Ibrtftallone
'W hat's My
6 2 ü k e ly
Line?"
AISHppery
swimmer
52 Kind of bliss
63 Italian article ^
For answers. caO 1-900-288-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card. 1•600-814-5554.
Annual subacrlpiiona are availebie lor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years; 1-868-7-ACROSS
AT8T users: Tsxt NYTX to 366 to downlosd puzxtea, or viak
nyttmes.com/mobi1exword for more information.
Online subecdptiona: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nyttmee-comitrosawords ($39.96 a year).
Share tips: nytlrnes.com/wordpiay.
Croeswords for young solvers: nytknes com/leemtiroAfworda.
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Jackson
continued jrom page 20

tion ... really did raise my play and
rhat for sure helped me.”
It showed in his first career game,
a week-one match up against San Di
ego State.
At first, his inexperience as a
freshman was put on display. Aztec
wide receiver Roberto Wallace hit
Jackson with a double move. He bit
and ran past him for a 30-yard touch
down. Before the pass, the Mustangs
seemed in control o f the game 16-7.
After his mistake,.San Diego State

Hamilton
continued from page 20
t

but it wasn’t even close,” Narron said.
“His talents arc beyond a lot o f peo' pie’s understanding.”
After stints in the White Sox and
Yankees farm systems in 1974 and
1975, Narron, a former East Carolina
player, owned or operated Princeton
Manufacturing Co. for about two
decades. During those years, he spent
time scouting regionally for major
league teams and coached youth teams
in the Triangle.
From li>98 to 2000 Narron was
coach o f Post 132, the now-deftma
American Legion baseball team in
Smithfield. In 2002, he took a job in
player development with the Milwau
kee Brewers organization, and that
eventually led to managing in the mi

was within striking distance, trailing
only 16-14.
At this point, Jackson didn’t have
many plays under his belt. This was
one o f the few he had in a real game
setting and this one didn’t necessarily
leave a positive memory. As Jackson
headed back to the sidelines, he was
determined to prove to his teammates
he was better than this, he said.
“I am going to get one back for
you guys,” he told them. “We are not
losing this game.”
He was right.
The next drive, Jadcson jumped a
quick slant, grabbed the interception
and took it back 46 yards. W ith his

help. Cal Poly went on to upset the
Aztecs, 29-27.
“Everybody always has that story
in sports where they called out the
home run or whatever: 1 can recall
that one," Jackson said. “It was a
great feeling. I feel that that’s when
my Cal Poly experience started.”
Plays like these over the years have
established him as one o f the leaders
o f the Cal Poly defense. W ith suc
cess comes confidence and Jackson
is using that confidence to teach his
fellow defensive backs to be Ju st as
dominant as he has.
“He has taken over the defensive
backs and he kind o f established

nor leagues.
O n the field, most recendy, Narron
lias spent a lot o f time helping prepare
the Texas pitchers for hitting in the Se
ries games played at A T & T Park, the
Giants’ home.
“My job on the field is to assist Clint
Hurdle (the Rangers’ hitting coach) in
all hining work,” Narron said. “I do a
lot o f cage work with the guys, but my
approach is to totally support Clint in
any way he needs me.”
Narron comes fiom a fiunily filled
with pro baseball connections. When
he joins the Rangers in the dugout to
night for Game Vo f the World Series,
it’ll come 6 6 World Series after the
first Narron family member was pan
o f one. Johnny’s unde, Sam Woody
Narron, played in the 1943 Series with
the St. Louis Cardinals. Sam Narron
also earned a World Series ring as a
member o f the Pirates’ coaching staff

in 1960.
Jerry Narron, the former Rang
ers and Reds manager, came within a
strike o f the Scries as a reserve catcher
with the California Angels in 1986,
Eight years earlier, Narron was a mem
ber o f the Yankees squad chasing à
founh straight World Series bid when
staning catcher 'Ihurman Munson
was killed in an airplane crash late in
the season. New York couldn’t recover
from the loss o f its captain. Seven years
ago, Jerry Narron was on the bench as
a Red Sox coach when Aaron Boone’s
walk-off home run lifted the Yankees
past Boston in Game 7 o f the ALCS.
“Baseball’s been so important in
our family for nearly a century,” John
ny Narron said. “So I’m very thankful
for the oppommity to represent our
fiunily in the World Series and to give
them the chance to be a pan o f anoth
er World Scries."

himself as the leader,” Mohamed
said. “He is a hard-working guy and
he is dedicated to what he docs.”
But at this point, there isn’t much
more Jackson can accomplish. About
the only thing left for the already
decorated junior is a national cham

pionship — the last thing on his
checklist, he said.
“I want to win something big,”
Jackson said.
When he and liis team get there,
it may be safe to say Jackson will be
one o f the first to brag about it.

Noise Citations
October Update
10/4-10/21
Type of Noise Number
isBued
Citation

50
30
12

Disturbance
Advisement
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Noise Violations
t

Landlord

Penaity
House on 9-month No
Warning Hat-fiirther
violations wiii be
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$ 3 5 0 -$ 1 0 0 0 $ 3 5 0 -$ i0 0 0

This Halloween weekend,
SLO and UniversHy Police
Departments will have
increased patrols and the
fines for ettadohs will be
DOUBLE the ahfount above.
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Cornerback Asa Jackson loves
to talk trash loud and often

Mustangs and Gauchos
renew Blue-Green Rivalry

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY

NHA HA MUSTANG DAILY

Cornerback Asa Jackson ranks second on the team this season with 42 total tackles and an interception.

Brian De Los Santos
MUSTANGDAILYSPORTS@GMAIL.COM

Cornerback Asa Jackson is by no
means a quiet player.
“Hungry and humble” is one ot
the sayings that Jackson lives by —
at least that’s what he says. O n the
field, the picture is painted a hit d if
ferently.
According to his teammates, Jackson is a player who almost always fol
lows a good play with a good amount
o f smack-talking.
“I really like feeding o ff other peo
ple’s energy and trash talking is just
part o f that,” Jackson said.
Jackson talks trash loud and of
ten. He often warns his teammates
not to get him started because a
simple warning is much better than
getting his jaw moving. Sometimes,
he mouths off to quarterback Andre
Broadous, warning him if he runs on
offense in practice, Jackson will make
him pay for it.
“He is a cornerback, so he is a
little cocky, but he’s supposed to be
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that way.” Broadous said. “He knows
that he’s good and he’ll let you know
that he’s good. We talk a lot o f smack
to each other in practice.”
Whatever Jackson says, it is safe
to .say he hacks up his talk. He was
one o f two freshmen to start for Cal
Poly in 2008. After he racked up 42
tackles, forced three fumbles and
nabbed two interceptions, Jackson
was named Great West Conference
Freshman Player o f the Year.
Last year, it was nearly the same
story. He was named a first-team
All-Great West conference defensive
back and was named prcscason Great
West Defensive Player o f the Year
this season.
“He may not be the fastest or the
biggest guy out there hut when it
comes down to it, he plays like it,”
linebacker Marry Mohamed said.
“He is someone I can trust out there
on my defense to make plays for
me.
The amount o f success Jackson
has had in such a short amount o f
time may .seem a bit strange for a guy
who didn’t even think he was going
to play football in college.
In high school, Jackson was a track
and field star. He also played quarterhack and rushed for 1,120 yards and
passed for 9 63 more, yet the offers he
received from colleges weren’t appeal
ing. Just two weeks before national
signing day, Sacramento State, U C
Davis, Northern Arizona and other
small schools were some o f the few
which showed interest. W ith just a
few offers, Jackson debated trading in
his cleats for track shoes. He planned
to walk on at U SC or Georgetown
for track, he said.
Then former Cal Poly offensive

coordinator James Shields gave
Jackson a call.
“(He) calls me up at school and
says ‘Yea we just .saw your tape.
We are actually really interested in
you, is there any way you can come
down for a visit?’” Jackson said.
He agreed and Shields drove to
pick him up in his hometown o f
.Sacramento that weekend and took
him hack to San Luis Obispo. Af
ter the weekend visit was through,
he took him hack home.
Ihe sentiment was enough to
convince Jackson his football ca
reer wasn’t over.
“1 signed that Wednesday," he
said.
Within the first couple o f weeks,
Jackson moved to cornerback. It
was somewhat familiar to him,
since he and his childhood friend
Brandyn Thompson, a starting
cornerback for Boise State, trained
over summer doing defensive back
drills. Thomp.son’s father, who
played with the Dallas Cowboys,
taught them to he cornerhacks, he
said.
But not even the best prepara
tion could get him ready for going
up against star receivers Ramses
Barden and Tre’dale Tolver in prac
tice. Barden was one o f the most
decorated receivers in Cal Poly’s
history and Tolver was a track
sprinter with big play ability.
“After going up against those
two guys, the games were the easy
part,” Jackson said. "The receivers
that I played in the game weren’t
nearly as good as those two guys, so
going against that kind o f competi-

see Jackson, page 19

The
Poly Mu.Mangs (5-5-3, 2-2-2 Big West) renew the Blue-Green rivalry
against UC .Santa Barbara (10-3-2,6-1-0) tonight in Alex G. Spanos Stadium.
The matchup between these two teams has become synonymous with large
crowds. Earlier this year, 6,057 were in attendance at the Cal Poly vs. UCSB
match in Santa Barbara. In 2008, 11,075 fans packed Alex G. Spanos Stadiuin
— the seventh-largest regular season crowd in Division-I history. This season,
the Mustangs have gone 1-2-2 in their last five matches, the most recent being
a 2-1 win against UC Davis. The Gauchos are roiling off seven wins in their last
eight matches. C3hcck mustangdaily.net Wednesday night for a full game recap.

Marron is the secret to
Josh Hamilton’s success
D. Clay Best
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS

RALEIGH, N.C. — Johnny Narron
has known Raleigh’s Josh Hamilton
as a youngster and as a major leaguer.
He is about to help coach him in the
World Series.
Narron ha.s experienced a lot in
baseball. He was a player in college
and in the minor leagues. He has
managed in the minors and coached
North Carolina Triangle-area youth
teams.
But as the 2010 World Scries
starts Wednesday night in San Fran
cisco, Narron doesn’t really know
what to expect. The Texas Rangers’
assistant hitting coach says family
members gave him tips before the
playoff:. But this is different.
“The energy and feelings I’ve been
a small part o f during the playoffs arc
something I’ve never experienced be
fore,” Narron said. “It’s an adrenaline
rush that’s been described to me in
the past by others who have experi
enced it, but it’s something that’s be
yond words.”
It will be an experience Narron,
58, will share with Hamilton as his
“accountability partner," basically his
coach off the field.
When the Cincinnati Reds ac
quired Hamilton before the 2007

season, Johnny’s brother, Jerry Narron,
was managing the Reds, and he hired
Johnny Narron as a major league vidco/administrative coach. But Narron’s
first order o f business was Hamilton:
making sure the former Athens Drive
star was staying on the path to recovery
fix>m the substance abuse that nearly
derailed his career.
When Hamilton was traded to the
Rangers before the 2008 season, Nar
ron made the move with him, this
time as assistant hitting coach. His No.
1 role, however, remains operating as
a central part o f Hamilton’s support
system.
Narron, who met Hamilton as a
9-ycar-old and coached him at age 14,
still finds himself amazed by the player
he continually calls “the most talented
player I’ve ever seen.”
During Friday night’s clinching
win over the Yankees, Hamilton scored
standing up from first base on a double
off the left-field wall even though Yan
kees center fielder Curtis Granderson
had fielded the ball cleanly and made
a perfect relay throw. It was a play that
largely went unnoticed, but to Narron
showed how Hamilton’s natural abili
ties can make such a difforcncc in a
game.
\
“That play should have been close,
«.

see H am ilton, page 19
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/ A e new« A c
warned
Jfieac. Quite
I findJdy
team Just wwted to get
a^ jpqiidbie, A rm er
d ^ a v e guara'ftoy SAJabba said.
Hie team was already burdened wi A
one o f A e worst records in recent
years and anoAer loss Adn't remedy
A e pain.
“No one was feeling well,“ Scialabba said. “We were all trying to get
to A e plane and get out o f Aere.*
When the time came to make
the trip to the airport, a blanket of
fog set in on A e area. It be
came Aicker and Aicker
as Ae night Aew on
and soon enough, it
was almost impossible
to make out any
thing from a
distance.

T

Bowse r certainly couldn’t.
“When we got out o f the bus
we were maybe 20-15 feet from
A e aircraft,“ Bowser said, “i ^ d you
^.couldn’t evnn see the alrpiaj^e. 1 |tut
said ‘Where is it?’"
Former end Brent Jobe wanted
noAing to do wiA the plane. He
said he Adn’t want to leave Ae
airport that night. The conditions
were far coo bad for an aircraft to
fly. He was ready to stay behind and
leave in A e morning on the train.
He Adn’t like anyAing about the
potential idea o f taking off, he said.
Looking
back,
“we
never
shoAd’ve been flying in that kind of
weather in that airplane,” Jobe said.
Planes like that twin-engine
C -46 urliner had been used as mili
tary transports in World War 11, but
this one was being used to transport
traveling fooAall teams. It had just
gotten to Toledo after returning
Youngstown-Southern Connecticut
College home safely.
Under A e foggy conAtions,
i
t
took
pilots

i

n.T

approximately two hours to decide
whether or not to face Ae fog and
take off. When Aey Ad, Jobe joined
the team aboard A c pjfMtC: He said
he feared if Kie dreie to Asband from
the team A at day, Ae team would
never let him play again.
“I don’t remember exactly what 1
said," Jobe said. “It’s about 50 years
ago now, but I remember I wasn’t
happy about going.”
For oAers, Ae decision brought
a sigh of relief Anything felt better
than staying anoAer minute in that
place.
“We were 18, we weren’t pilots
or anyAing like that,” Scialabba
said. “We were just kiA trying to
get home.”
The crash
It wasn’t un
til a few moments
after taking off Aat
Tollner knew someAing was wrong.
“I was sitting right on
A e left wing and you
could just tell,” Tbllner said. “The engine
sputtered and then it
ju« stopped.”
No
one
kaoiMi how

m

M oA'i

from approxinrutely 100 feet in A «
air.
Bowser said he Aought it must
have been at least 6 0 0 fret, Aen Ae
plane started shaking and vibrating
uncontrollably. At A at moment, Ae
left engine qAt, causing A e plane to
plunge back toward the airport.
“1 knew we were going to go
down," Tollner said. “You just kind
of tucked up Ato a ball and cov
ered your head. The next Aing you
know, there was a craA .” ■
The plane landed on its nose on
A e other runway of A e airport. The
impact was so strong it split A e
plane in half, from front to back.
Upon contact, some players were
thrown out of A e aircraft and onto
the ground suirounAng the plane.
“It was chaos,” Tollner said.
For most players, it was a blur.
Fire, Ae sounA o f people scrambline and exAosions were just some
of
ings Tollner could recoUect.
consciousness, he

he was OK but A shock,
and
aU

r’okQju.i

A e lincoftifran d deaA.^ -t,
“Pretty much the pU ym that
Adn’t make It were A front o f me,"
Tollner said. “That was where all A e
fire and stuff was.” .
After Tollner triad to get up and
realized he coAdn’i, Bowser and a
couple oAer teammates found him
and dragged him to safety. Bowser
had sustained cuts and bruises, but
he was OK as well.
*
•
“I wanted to keep helping,”
Bowser said. “But I coAAi’t see
anybody else.”
Kelly dA his part in helping as
well. The impact of Ae crash caused
Kelly’s seat to eject from Ae plane
and land facedown on Ae runway.
As soon as he was able to get out of
his seat, he b ^ n searching for oth
ers, he said.
“I got up and Aen my back,
which was broken in five places,
started hurting,” Kelly said.
He wanted to keep helping, but
couldn’t get to was ScialAba and
2 5 pArtar suryivoa who wexq all out
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